Systematic derivatization, mass fragmentation and acquisition studies in the analysis of chlorophenols, as their silyl derivatives by gas chromatography-mass spectrometry.
An exhaustive GC-MS sample preparation, derivatization, mass fragmentation and acquisition study was performed, for the simultaneous analysis of chlorophenols (CPs). Selected species were 2-CP, 3-CP, 4-CP, 3,5-dichlorophenol (diCP), 2,5-diCP, 2,6-diCP, 2,4-diCP, 2,3-diCP, 3,4-diCP 2,4,6-trichlorophenol (triCP), 2,4,5-triCP, 2,3,4-triCP, 2,3,4,6-tetrachlorophenol (tetraCP) and pentachlorophenol (pentaCP), in total 14 compounds. As novelties to the field, basic researches, like systematic derivatization, mass fragmentation and acquisition methods have been optimized for the trimethylsilyl (TMS) ether derivatives of CPs. The reactivity of chlorophenols with silylating agents has not been systematically analyzed. Here, we studied the reactivity of 14 chlorophenols with five silylating reagents. The three acquisition techniques, the full scan (FS), the multiple ion monitoring (MIM), and the currently optimized multiple reaction monitoring (MRM) methods, have been compared. We developed a new analytical approach, simultaneously monitoring the fragmentation pattern of the (35)Cl and the (37)Cl containing fragment ions both as precursor and as product ions. This principle resulted in remarkable specificity and sensitivity of detection and quantification; particularly in the cases of the tetraCP and pentaCP derivatives containing the (35)Cl and the (37)Cl fragment ions at an approximate ratio of <1:1. Detailed documentation of the loss of HCl via fragmentation processes, without decomposition of the benzene ring, was attributed to the "ring-walk" mechanism described first for monochlorophenol. Critical evaluation of the derivatization and acquisition protocols was collated and validated with the same characteristics. Data of six point calibration along with the corresponding relative standard deviation percentage (RSD%) values, in the line of FS, MIM and MRM methods (r(2): 0.9987, 0.9992, 0.9989; RSD%: 8.7, 5.6, 8.1), proved to be independent on the acquisition processes. The practical utility of the optimized MRM acquisition techniques was confirmed by the quantitation of the CP contents of Danube River, tap water and distilled water samples. Results confirmed at the first time the primary importance of the MRM acquisition method, even in comparison to the MIM one: we revealed that distilled water contains higher chlorophenol content than tap water, which might have a great significance for the water industry.